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Mechanical Engineering
6ME5A: Steam Engineering
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Time : 3 Hours Maximum Marks : 80

Min. Passing Marks : 24

Inslructions to Candidutes:

Attempt anv five que.stions. selccting one question from each unit. All
questions' carrv equal marks. (Schematic diagroms must be shown wherever
necessary. Any dato you Jbel missing suitctbly be assumed and stated clearly.
Units oJ quantities used/calculLtteci must be slated clearly.

Use o/ ftillotting su.pporti.trg materittl i,s permitted during examination.

I. Steam Tables and 2. Meilier Chnrt

t.
Unit - I

a) Draw a neat sketch of Green's economizer and explain it's working. (8)

b) Explain the unique features ofhigh pressure boilers. (8)

OR

a) Explain with neat sketc,h the construction and working of lamont boiler. (8)

b) What do you understand by fluidized bed boilers. Explain it's working principle
with a neat sketch. (8)

Unit - il
2. a) show that the maximum discharge of steam througl.t the nozzle takes place

when the ratio ofsteam pressure at the throat to the inlet pressure is given by

tt | ) \r"1

{.'=' - i Wherc n rs ilre rrrdcx rr1'exparrsion. (8)pt Ir+t]
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a)

b)

)

b) Describe the chan$'es which occur in a convergent (ivprgent nozzle as the

back pressure is slowly increased from the design pressure upto the pressure

at entw. (8)

OR

What are the effects of friction on the flow through a steam nozzie? Explain

with the help of h-s-diagram. (8)

Steam at a pressure of i0 bar and 0.98 dry is passed through a convergent-

divergent nozzle to a back pressure of 0.1 bar. The mass flow rate is 0.55 kg/

sec. Find:

i) The pressure at the throat and

ii) Number of nozzles used if each nozzle has a throat area of 0.5 cm2. The

enthalpy drop used for reheating the steam by friction in the divergent
part is l0o/o of the overall isentropic drop. Take index of
expansion=1.13. (8)

Unit - [I
3. a) What do you mean by compounding of steam turbines? Discuss various

methods of compounding steam turbines. (8)

b) Derive the expression for maximum blade efficiency in a single - stage impulse

turbine. (8)

3. a) t.r u .i.pt. i*pulse turbine *"1)r., are inclined at2|otothe direction of
motion of the moving blades. The steam leaves the nozzle at 375 m/s. The

blade velocity is 165 mis. Calculate suitable inlet and outlet angles for the

blades in order that the axial tkust is zero. The relative velocity of steam as it
flows over the blades is reduced by 15% by friction. Also determine the

power developed for a flow rate of i0kg/s. (10)

4. a)

Explain with neat sketch the method oftkottie governing of steam turbines.(6)

Unit - IV

Prove that the diagram or blade efflciency ofa single stage reaction turbine

-a_a
rs glven by t161 - z'

1+2pcosa- p2

Where \ : 50Yo arrd 
" .ri 

= 
" ro.Further prove that the maximum blade

b)
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I fiJ;; (10)

b) Define degree ofreaction. Deduce and expression for work done per stage of
reaction turbine. (6)

OR

4, a) What are open and closed feed water heaters? Mention their merits and

demerits. How are the number ofheaters and the degree ofregeneration get

optimized. (8)

b) Discuss briefly the advantages ofusing regenerative feed heating in a steam

power plant. Also show that the ideal efficiency of a regenetative cycle is
greater than the corresponding Rankine cycle effrciency. (8)

Unit - V

5. a) Mention the effects of reheating in a steam power plant on

i) The efficiency

ii) The work ratio

iii) The specific steam consumption and

rv) Condition of steam at exit. Explain why reheat cycle is not used for low
pressure boilers? (8)

b) How and where back pressure and pass-out turbines are used? Give the

schematic layout of such plants. (8)

OR

5. a) Explain the working of binary vapour power cycle with neat sketch. (8)

b) Steam at 28 bar and 500c superheat is passed through a turbine and expanded

to a pressue where the steam is dry and saturated. It is then reheated at

constant pressure to its original temperature and then expanded to the

condenser pressure of 0.2 bar. The expansion being isentropic, find

i) work done per kg of steam

ii) Thermal efficiency with and without reheat. (8)
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2, a)

b)

b) Describe the chang'es Which occur in a convergent divprgent nozzle as the

back pressure is slowly increased from the design pressure upto the pressure

at entrv. (8)

OR

What are the effects of friction on the flow tfuough a steam nozzle? Explain
with the help olh-s-diagram. (8)

Steam at a pressure of 10 bar and 0.98 dry is passed through a convergent-

divergent nozzle to a back pressure of 0.1 bar. The mass flow rate is 0.55 kg/
sec. Find:

i) The pressure at the throat and

ii) Number of nozzles used if each no zzTe has a throat area of 0.5 cm2. The

enthalpy drop used for reheating the steam by friction in the divergent
part is 10o/o of the overall isentropic drop. Take index of
expansion :1.13. (8)

Unit - [I
3. a) What do you mean by compounding of steam turbines? Discuss various

methods of compounding steam turbines. (8)

b) Derive the expression for maximum blade efficiency in a single - stage impulse

turbine. (8)

3. a) In u .i-pl. i-pulse turbine the::r., are inclined at2Ootothe direction of
motion of the moving blades. The steam leaves the nozzle at 375 m/s. The

blade velocity is 165 m/s. Caiculate suitable inlet and outlet angles for the

blades in order that the axial thrust is zero. The relative velocity ofsteam as it
flows over the blades is reduced by 15% by friction. Also determine the
power developed for a flow rate of 10kg/s. (10)

4. a)

Explain with neat sketch the method of tkottle goveming of steam turbines.(6)

Unit - IV

Prove that the diagram or blade efficiency ofa single stage reaction turbine

,n_1
rs glven oy tlbt--

l+2pcosa- p2

Where \: 50%o and 
" t\ 

= 
" ro. Further prove that the maximum blade
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